CityNightLine. Superb way to travel
CITY NIGHT LINE: YOU TRAVEL AT NIGHT AND ARRIVE REFRESHED AFTER A GOOD NIGHT’S REST.

City Night Line operates between:
Switzerland and Czech Republic; Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands / Germany and Austria;
Czech Republic, Denmark, Italy and the Netherlands; The Netherlands and Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark and Italy; France (Paris) and Germany.

Also connects with many partners railways.

SAMPLE ROUTES
Zurich-Amsterdam: 12h17 Zurich - Berlin: 12h05
Zurich - Dresden: 12h27 Zurich - Hamburg: 13h38
Paris—Munich: 12h18 Munich-Dresden: 9h28
Munich - Amsterdam: 11h01 Frankfurt-Munich: 8h47
Copenhagen-Munich: 14h04 Berlin-Munich: 8h47
Munich—Rome 12h05 Amsterdam—Milan 9:h05

ON BOARD SERVICES
- Crew member who provides wake-up service and assists passengers in every car.
- All cabin doors are controlled with a smartcard lock.
- All cars are fully air-conditioned and non-smoking.
- CityNightLine has a lounge carriage where you can enjoy a drink, a snack, a light meal or breakfast.
- Choice from three different types of accommodation.

DELUXE SLEEPERS
- Double or Single cabins with private bathroom and shower, table and chairs, towel warmer and mirror closet.
- Bed 80 x 190 cm.
- Space for luggage under the bed 180 x 30 x 60 cm.
- Mattress; down-filled duvet, internal telephone for crew assistance, panoramic window with venetian blinds, welcome-drink (beer, white wine, red wine or sparkling wine), orange juice and mineral water.
- Breakfast is included; delivered to the compartment or served at the seat.
- All cabin doors are controlled with a smartcard lock.

ECONOMY SLEEPERS
- Double or Single compartment with side window, venetian blinds.
- Bed 70 x 190cm.
- Mattress; down-filled duvet, washbasin, mirror closet (WC at the end of the carriage).
- Breakfast is included, delivered to the compartment.
- All cabin doors are controlled with a smartcard lock.

COUCHETTES
- Couchettes for 2*, 4 and 6 travelers.
- Compartment with side window and curtain. Couchette 60 x 180 cm. Space for luggage under the lowest couchettes. A quilt and a reading lamp.
- The WC and washing facilities are at either end of the carriage.
- “On the Berlin Munich (and Hamburg Munich routes, couchettes are two-berth, one above the other, and separated from the corridor with a curtain.

RECLINING SEATS
- Individually controlled reading light built into the headrest, seating/sleeping area at a higher level than the center aisle.
- Cushion for the neck (extra charge) and blanket available.
- WC and washroom can be found at either end of the carriage.
CONDITIONS

- Advanced Booking: CNL can be booked 90 days in advance.
- Travel Documents: Travel documents are collected as the passenger boards the train and returned shortly before arrival. Passengers in reclining seats keep their documents with them.
- Luggage: In addition to hand luggage, each passenger may have up to 2 pieces of luggage. Each extra suitcase, bag or backpack costs approx. EUR 15. The fee is paid locally.
- Pets: Dogs and other small pets are allowed in sleeping cars only if the party has booked the entire compartment. The price of carriage of dogs is approx. EUR 30. The fee is paid directly on board the train.
- Bicycles: CityNightLine offers bicycle transport on all routes (except Sirius). Bicycles are transported at a fixed rate of 10 Euros. Tandems will only be transported by special request. Further information can be obtained from the Cyclist Hotline +49 (0) 1805 15 14 15 (Euro 0,12/min.).

REFUND / EXCHANGE POLICY

- Exchange and refund policies vary depending on the type of fare purchased (see price sheets).
- Refunds, when authorized, can only be performed by Euro Railways up to 60 days after train’s departure date.
- Exchange can only be performed by Euro Railways. To exchange a ticket the customer must buy a new ticket and then send the unused ticket back to Euro Railways for a refund. A handling fee applies.
- Lost or stolen travel documents may be protected with the purchase of a Rail Protection Plan.
- Refunds/exchanges are subject to an administrative and penalty fees.